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Artefact type:  
Harness Pendant 

Period/Culture:  
Medieval 

Date:   
c. 1250-1400 CE 
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Findspot (Private): N/A NGR: NH 51  51  

Place (Public): Muir of Ord Local Authority: Highland 

Method of discovery: Metal Detecting 

Artefact(s) description: 
 
A copper alloy harness pendant, c. 1250-1400 CE. 
 
The pendant takes the form of a heater shield, with a transversely placed 
pierced suspension lug at the top. The decoration is heraldic in nature, and 
can be blazoned as follows: Azure, a bend cotised between six lions rampant 
(A blue background, with a diagonal band flanked by two smaller bands 
between six lions rampant). There is no metal tincture visible to the naked 
eye, but microscopic assessment shows flecks of gilding on the lions and the 
bends.  
 
These are the arms of the de Bohun earls of Hereford, Essex, and later 
Northampton. Humphrey de Bohun IV (2nd earl of Hereford and 1st earl of 
Essex) is the first to show a bend cotised, around 1253, and this appears to 
be standard for the subsequent earls. From the mid-13th century to the end of 
the 14th, the arms can be blazoned as follows: Azure, a bend Argent cotised 
Or, between six lions rampant of the third (A blue background, with a silver 
diagonal band flanked by two smaller gold bands between six gold lions 
rampant). 
 
The small amount of remaining gilding would suggest that the bend and its 
two bendlets are gold, instead of silver and gold respectively. The 
manufacturing processes for harness pendants are not well understood, and it 
may be that the bend was gilded (instead of silvered or tinned) for 
manufacturing ease. It may even be the case that the distinction between the 
metals was not necessary on such a small object. 
 
The de Bohun arms were heritable; it is therefore not possible to link the 
harness pendant to a particular individual. It is unclear whether heraldic 
harness pendants were displayed only by the armiger and family members, or 
whether they were used by a much wider section of society. Several 
prominent de Bohuns had a presence in Scotland during the late 13th and first 
half of the 14th centuries. For example, Humphrey de Bohun, 3rd Earl of 
Hereford, and Henry de Bohun are both present on the Falkirk Roll.  
 
Harness pendants bearing the de Bohun arms are relatively common finds. 
Fifty examples have been recorded on the Portable Antiquities Scheme 
database and, at the time of writing, a second example from Scotland has 



been reported to the Treasure Trove Unit. 
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